Keep “IT” as Easy as Pie
Basic “IT” Recipe

The perfect pie starts with a great recipe – found in a cookbook or from Granny’s original recipe card. Next, you gather your tools, prepare your ingredients, follow the steps completely or put your own twist on the blend and Voila! Pie for dessert.

Why can’t IT solutions be as easy as pie?
Whether made from scratch or purchased at your favorite bakery, you expect your pie to taste great! You want the same level of satisfaction from your IT system.

We have researched all the right formulas – which hardware/software will work best. We have gathered all the right tools – experienced, certified technical staff, strategic partnerships with the best in the industry, and a locally manned 24/7 HelpDesk. We have determined “Best Practices” that enable us to deliver consistent, easy to replicate unsurpassed IT solutions for our customers.
The solution to IT should not be hard. You just need the *right recipe and the right tools*:

- A company that listens to you, does additional research for you, and customizes a solution based on your needs.
- Skilled, certified technicians that take care of you.
- Comprehensive monitoring that proactively addresses issues often before they can impact business.
- A roadmap of suggested upgrades to help you plan and budget for the future.
You have worked so hard on your pie, you open the oven door, the filling has overflowed and is now a burned mess in your oven – **You were not properly prepared.**

You cut that first piece of pie, looks great – tastes a little off. Did you add too much of one ingredient and not enough of something else? – **You need a better recipe.**

Your pie is perfect, looks good and tastes great. But your guests don’t eat pie – they thought they were having fruit and cheese. – **You did not get the right information up front.**

Your IT solution should be to minimize downtime, maximize stability and keep your employees productive. You need to work with a team that will keep you on track, work within your budget and time constraints, and tell you what the perfect recipe for your IT system is. Having a stable technology infrastructure is like having the best convection oven on the market- we help design and implement the best possible scenario and your IT Network does the hard part for you.
Keep “IT” Upgraded

You tried using Granny’s recipe – but it called for butter the size of an egg, a pinch of this and something called cream of tartar – and you need for the pie to be vegan, gluten free, and non-dairy. How do you make that change in the recipe? You upgrade the recipe for the guests that will be enjoying it.

What are the true benefits of keeping your Network updated? Will upgrading really be cost effective? Using technology that is enterprise class means that your employees spend less time on redundant tasks. There is less waste of assets such as time, resources and personnel. And on-going system monitoring allows potential problems to be identified before they impact your system.
Homemade pie is a lovely gift – carried to the office and enjoyed by everyone. And pies are easy to transport – a very mobile dessert option.

**Why do you need your IT to be mobile?** Wait, are you looking at your phone? Did your computer just let you know that you have a new email? Pinterest on your tablet? If you are using all these devices to get through your day, so is everyone else. Your message – your story needs to be translatable to smart phones, tablets, desktops and more.
Enterprise class IT is a phone call away. Don’t let the fear of the unknown keep you from developing a world class recipe for success with your IT system.

For more information or to schedule a free system review, call us at 770 662-0312!